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FISHING FOR GANSEYS

Gala Opening Talk by Stephanie Hoyle

Friday 13th March - 6.30 p.m. - St Finnbarr’s Church, Dornoch
Admission £5 on the door - includes Soup & Cheese supper

The main aims of Moray Firth Gansey
Project (2009-2012) were to find, record and
conserve ganseys and gansey patterns from
around the Moray Firth, and to pass on the
craft skills & knowledge to a new generation.

This illustrated talk will look at the project
outcomes, focussing on the ganseys we
recorded, their structure and characteristic
patterns, the lives of those who knitted them
and those who wore them, and ways in
which the traditions are being kept alive.

Big, strong and a comfort in the fiercest of weather, the gansey was a real fisherman's

friend. Once just about every fishing crew member sported the distinctive knitted

jumpers which could identify a seaman's home port as

readily as his accent. Now few wear or make the

garments and another part of the heritage of coastal towns

and villages is in danger of dying out.

The patterned knitted jumpers were designed to be comfortable

working garments that provided some protection from the harsh

conditions at sea. Different areas of coast had their own gansey

patterns, and it is said that, in years gone by, a fisherman's home port – and even his

family – could be identified by the gansey he wore. If there was a shipwreck or

accident the bodies washed up on the shore could be identified by their gansey as

being from a particular village and family. In this way the fisherman could be returned

to their family for burial.

The garments took about six weeks to make using four needles and

knitted very tightly to make them weatherproof. They were usually

knitted by mothers, wives and girlfriends of fishermen and the

patterns were passed down the generations via word of mouth,

making it difficult for the project organisers to save the designs for

posterity.


